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L.~ wow, kill yourself right now. that, or never post under that.
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Date: June 12th, 2007 8:29 PM

Author: AK47
it's rather clear that rosen's "suit" is completely baseless. nothing the "defendants" have said or done
satisfies any of
the requirements for negligent or intentional infliction of emo distress, nor, obviously, does
"IDOEIl/s a CGWBT" amount to actionable defamation. david rosen, a yale law professor, knows that the

claims in his "complaint" are baseless and will inevitably be thrown out of court. he's bringing the suit
nonetheless - and it appears that he's doing so for malicious reasons. we cannot let this stand.
( http://www.auloadmit.com/thread. p hp? thread _ i d=644 338& forum _ i d~ 2118248367)
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"it's rather clear that rosen's "suit" is completely baseless"

Certainly not w/r/t some defendants
"nothing the "defendants" have said or done satisfies any of

the réquirements for negligent or

intentional infliction of emo distress"
I wouldn't be so sure.

"nor, obviously, does "HI is a CGWBT" amount to actionable defamation"
Hey, you finally got something right!

"david rosen, a yale law professor, knows that the claims in his "complaint" are baseless and will
inevitably be thrown out of court"

Why, that almost looks like defamation right there!
(http://www.autoadmit.coin/thread.php?thread..id~64433 8&torum _id=21182483 7 i )
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Author: Nutmeg Stud

Clearly you haven't taken the bar exam. Insinuating that someone has herpes is defamation per se. In
the majority of jurisdictions, the statement is actionable even if true.

I don't know that this wil survive an SMJ challenge because the (c) claims look attackable, but the
defamation case isn't flimsy.
(http://www .autoadmit.cOln/thread.php?thread _ id=64433 8&torum _id~211824894 7)
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